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WALK ITINERY
Fri 05-Jan-2001

Dartford to Greenhithe

6.2 miles

page 3

Sat 20-Jan-2001

Greenhithe to Gravesend

5.3 miles

page 4

Sat 12-May-2001

Gravesend to Cliffe

8.5 miles

page 7

Wed 29-Aug-2001

Cliffe to Hoo St Werburgh

7.2 miles

page 13

Sat 23-Jun-2001

Hoo St Werburgh to Rochester

7.5 miles

page 9

Sun 15-Jul-2001

Rochester to Rainham (Otterham Quay)

7.9 miles

page 12

Sat 08-Sep-2001

Rainham to Kingsferry Bridge

11.0 miles

page 15

Sun 16-Sep-2001

Kingsferry Bridge to Sittingbourne

4.8 miles

page 17

Sat 13-Oct-2001

Sittingbourne to Faversham

13.0 miles page 18

Thu 25-Oct-2001

Faversham to Herne Bay

15.0 miles

page 21

Fri 26-Oct-2001

Herne Bay to Margate

12.5 miles

page 24

Sat 03-Nov-2001

Margate to Ramsgate

9.8 miles

page 26

Sat 24-Nov-2001

Ramsgate to Sandwich

7.9 miles

page 30

Sat 09-Mar-2002

Sandwich to Deal

5.8 miles

page 32

Thu 28-Mar-2002

Deal to Dover

10.5 miles

page 33

Sat 20-Apr-2002

Dover to Folkestone

8.5 miles

page 37

Sat 18-May-2002

Folkestone to Dymchurch

10.8 miles

page 39

Sat 29-Jun-2002

Dymchurch to Dungeness

8.6 miles

page 41

Mon 29-Jul-2002

Dungeness to Lydd Ranges

3.2 miles page 43
(+ return
loop)

Sat 31-Aug-2002

Lydd Ranges to Camber Sands

5.6 miles page 46
(+ return)
Total:

170 miles (approx)

together with a lot of walking to/from
stations, bus-stops, car-parks, etc

A Diary of a series of walks around the Kent coastline by Steve and Lindsey Davis
adventure was in itself refreshing, and
not another soul in sight!

FRIDAY 5TH JANUARY 2001 –
DARTFORD TO GREENHITHE
Up at 06:45 this morning. Disappointing
signs of drizzle on the windows, but then
we never did seem to have a brilliant start
to any of our major epic adventures. At
least, that’s what it was to be for us: the
first leg of our resolved walk of the
Kentish coastline during the year 2001.
Having booted and rucksacked ourselves
up, we set off to catch the 09:13 train
from Rochester to Dartford. Quite a while
since we’d gone anywhere by train
together – quite exciting – the “Famous
Two go Wild in Dartford!” Well actually,
once we’d arrived, it took us the best part
of a quarter of an hour to find our way out
of the station and around to the side of
the railway line we needed to be on to
pick up the Darent Valley footpath that
would take us down to what, from our
new OS Explorer Series map, we
perceived to be the North West corner of
Kent.

A mile or so along from our start and the
River Cray teed off on the far side of the
Darent to form together with the
remainder of the Darent, the Kent border
(with London) that we were following.
After just over an hour, we arrived at the
mouth of the Darent that passed through
an impressive flood barrier before flowing
into the Thames – clearly the Northwest
corner of Kent and I guess the “official”
start of our epic voyage!

We got onto the Darent Valley Path at
just about 10:00. Crossed a footbridge to
look down on a group of mallard ducks
who’d come to see us off, quickly
followed by a pair of goldfinches flitting
from branch to branch ahead of us in an
adjacent bush – a good start indeed!
The Darent itself meandered its way
along a fairly deep cutting, by no means
an insignificant river, although the muddy
banks indicated that it was not nearly as
high as it could be. Soon we were up and
onto an embankment that although a little
muddy in places after all the recent
weather, kept us high and dry of the
otherwise boggy land surrounding.
Perhaps not the most spectacular of
marshy landscapes punctuated by the
odd signs of industrialisation but
nonetheless pleasing to survey and the
sheer sense of openness, freedom and
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

Here a number of gulls (including several
blackbacks) and dunlin were scurrying at
the water’s edge, and a lonesome tug
towed a line of freight barges along the
slightly drizzly and misty Thames. Down
river we could see the impressive
structure of the Queen Elizabeth II Bridge
emerging through the mist. A shared
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Mars bar and cup of coffee from our flask
formed a fitting celebration!

station. Although it was only just after
13:00, the weather looked as if it was
ready to dull down again, so we decided
that this would be the place to call it a
day – and what’s more a splendid place
to come back to for breakfast early one
morning prior to covering the next leg of
our journey down to Gravesend!

The skies soon cleared and with the
improved visibility there was much to
capture our attention - mallards,
shelducks, swans, dunlin, some sort of
plover, and a variety of goings on in the
various vessels docked on both sides of
the Thames. Soon afterwards, we
decided to stop for lunch at a convenient
little shingly beach, although I fear just in
front of a sewerage works, but with a
splendid view of the QEII Bridge and any
other interesting landmarks that we could
locate on our map.

SATURDAY 20TH JANUARY 2001 –
GREENHITHE TO GRAVESEND
Even earlier start this time – no restriction
on times of trains for cheap day returns
on Saturday, so managed to get up just
after 06:20. Quite fun really, getting ready
and sneaking off on our adventures whilst
it was still dark and before any other
members of the family were up. Managed
to catch the 07:42 to Greenhithe – at
least that’s what time it should have left.
It was a cold misty day and the view from
the train window didn’t look that
promising. Still with a good frost, at least
it would be firm under foot!

Eventually back on track again, on and
under the bridge, and for a mile or so
further, before an industrial plant forced
us to leave the riverside and onto the
main A206 road. (We actually saw our
first and only other person on our path
shortly before we left it). Fortunately we
were just a hundred yards or so away
from the convenient Greenhithe ASDA
store with its café and just over the other
side of the road from Greenhithe railway
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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Arriving at Greenhithe we headed straight
for ASDA’s café and ordered our much
looked forward to breakfasts. Even so, I
think I might have overdone it slightly by
going for the Full Monty: two fried eggs,
three rashers of bacon, three sausages,
two hash browns, mushrooms, tomato
and loads of baked beans rounded off
with two rounds of toast and marmalade
– all for £2.98! Linds had a quite a
plateful too, so there was no denying that
we both needed a jolly good walk!

of evidence of recent industrial workings.
The mistiness all added to the sense of
remoteness and isolation, all of which
enhanced the sense of adventure. One or
two jetties reached out into the water and
mallard and shelduck gathered around
them whilst cormorants lined up wings
unfurled along the decking attempting to
pick up on the reluctant rays of the clearly
visible, yet so far un-dominating, sun.

Straight out of ASDA’s, up a short road
and we were within sight of old Father
Thames again; at least as much as we
could see through the mist. The dim
apparition of the Queen Elizabeth II
bridge was just visible to our left.
We walked on along a road of recently
built waterside dwellings and apartments,
making the odd detour amongst them to
catch up on the riverside view. Then it
was onto makeshift footpaths and
concrete aprons that led us right along by
the water’s edge and onto the
Swanscombe Marsh, Broadness Salt
Marsh and Botany Marsh peninsula.
Quite pleasing really, we were able to
stick by the river far more than the
“officially” marked footpaths on the map
suggested.

Our track led us straight underneath and
through a pylon that received the power
cabling from the West Thurrock Marshes
across the water. From there we were on
to the Broadness Salt Marsh, although
our map had given no indication as to its
accessibility. Indeed a small creek off the
river near the north-west tip of the
peninsula provided the mooring for a
small hamlet of residential boats. Then
on past a radio mast to the lighthouse at
the tip marking St Clement’s or Fiddler’s
Reach to the West and Northfleet Hope
to the East.
The track down the east side of the
peninsula was less well defined but all
straight forward. Several times we
disturbed flocks of shelduck and dunlin
as we picked our way along the
sometimes scrubby, sometimes stony
shoreline. We reached a cement works
that although at first glance looked like a
dead end, it soon became apparent that
we could make our way over a step
ladder and along a defined path within
the bounds of the cement works leading
us onto a public foot path and eventually
back onto the main A226 road to
Gravesend. This we diverted off as soon

Although designated as marshland, it
was all very sound underfoot, apart from
the odd ice filled ruts left by works
vehicles that were very satisfying to
scrunch through. We did meet one other
person walking their dog, but apart from
that it was quite desolate, although plenty
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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as we could to the water’s edge again (or
at least as near as we could get to it),
leading us on through a variety of cement
workings with wonderful cranes and
derricks.

Here an inviting wooden bench provided
the spot for a much overdue stop to
break open the flask of coffee.

At Rosherville we started to get a much
less obstructed view of the interesting
sights and vessels on both sides of the
river. In what seemed no time at all we
had reached Gravesend, and although a
brief detour back to the main road was
necessary, we managed to glimpse one
further look at the river from the Tilbury
Ferry landing stage, where we were met
by a family of mute swans together with a
delightful friend-of-the-family black swan.
Crossing back over the main road we
walked through the grounds of St
George’s Church to visit the elegant
Pocahontas Memorial statue, and finally
on to the station to catch the 12:14 train
back to Rochester, a sleepy but satisfying
ride home to lunch.
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

Having all but reached the end of our first
map we eagerly awaited the purchase of
the next that hopefully would shed light
on how we were to negotiate the Hoo and
Grain peninsula.

FEBRUARY 2001 – THE FOOT AND
MOUTH EPIDEMIC
Whilst on holiday in Malta, during our half
term break, we heard on the BBC World
News that a case of Foot and Mouth had
-6-
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been reported in Britain. By the time we
had returned on 25th February, it was
headline news as several more cases
had been reported. During the weeks
following the picture worsened and
drastic, soul destroying measures were
introduced, not least for the farmers
themselves but for all who lived or
worked or simply enjoyed the benefits of
the countryside. As if that were not
enough, our weather took a turn for the
worst as weekend after weekend, record
rainfall, low temperatures or high winds
were reported. A shadow of gloom hit the
nation as folk were not only literally
turned away from the countryside but
became in their hearts almost repulsed
by it.

of waterfront that we were able to walk
along for any distance, but the Thames
looked wonderful; so many interesting
vessels of all descriptions milling around.

We picked up and followed the signs for
the Saxon Shore Way, which initially led
us through a variety of industrial “backalleys”, some with a semi-derelict, almost
Dickensian atmosphere about them.

Needless to say, our aspirations of
continuing with our odyssey were greatly
stifled. But with the arrival and passing of
Easter, things slowly got under control,
footpaths started to open again and by
the beginning of May, country side
prospects and weather became decidedly
cheerier (at least from the walker’s point
of view).

Once clear of the industrial city we were
into marshland and a fine grassy
embankment that gently curved its way
around the waterfront through Eastcourt
marshes, Shorne marshes and Highham
Marshes before making a sharp right
along Highham Creek, the start of the
Hoo Peninsula, leading up to Cliffe Fort
which we could just make out in the
distance.

SATURDAY 12TH MAY 2001 –
GRAVESEND TO CLIFFE

An absolutely glorious day, as forecast
the night before, prompted a sudden
longing to resume. Can it really be
approaching four months since our last
episode?

All the way along the embankment we
kept hearing a curious cacophony of
squawking, cackling-like sounds not
unlike those of seabirds that we knew.
But though we could hear where the
sounds were coming from, we could not
see anything. Drawing nearer to what

We caught the 08:12 train from
Rochester to Gravesend. Took a little
while to actually find a continuous stretch
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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appeared to be the source, large reedy
puddles left by recent rainfall, the noise
stopped, then resumed after some
patient waiting.

look quite a picture.

Our conclusion, which later evidence
proved to be the case, was that they
were toads or frogs, (marsh frogs
perhaps?) but whatever, they certainly
kicked up a racket – though a very
pleasant one!.
The odd remnants of fortification were
scattered here and there, though not in
any way detracting from the beauty of the
landscape. We sat down by Shornmead
Fort to break open our flask of coffee. All
very relaxing!

A narrow embankment bordering
Highham Saltings on our left and old
flooded gravel pits on our right now used
for dinghy sailing and a considerable
number of blackheaded gulls!

Then it was on past Highham Saltings, a
large area of mudflats which would
obviously flood at high tide, and must
We passed around the Fort – not a
terribly impressive sight with itsuninviting
Keep-Out signs posted around it and
then followed the path alongside Cliffe
Creek towards Cliffe village itself, then
some two miles distant.
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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to complete our Odyssey within the year,
but the decision had yet to be taken!

THE HOO PENINSULA DECISION
Cliffe to Allhallows around the coast is
some 14 miles, so is Allhallows to Hoo
even supposing one could get around the
MOD, Power Station and Oil Refinery
land. There are no public transport pickup
points in between. It’s not that we
couldn’t have walked that far, so much as
fitting in the time to do it and with the year
nearly halfway through and not much
progress! The decision was taken, for the
time being at least, we would stick to the
Saxon Shore Way – and continue doing
so in fact until we reached Thanet.

Our path led us through woodland
between more ex-gravel-pit pools spoilt
only by the disturbingly large number of
abandoned burnt-out cars and quite a bit
of other rubbish besides – (all in all not
particularly a path that we felt we wanted
to retrace).

The authorities had other ideas. Hoo was
where the first cases of Foot and Mouth
were reported in Kent, and still many of
the footpaths across the Peninsula were
closed. So, with the promise of a
beautiful Saturday morning ahead
weatherwise, we decided to leave a gap
in our route, one that we would just have
to fill in at a later date!

Then, all of a sudden it seemed, we were
in Cliffe village and on to St Helen’s
Church from where we could get the bus
home. As we tried in vain to locate a bus
timetable, a bus appeared and whisked
us away on our journey home.

SATURDAY 23RD JUNE 2001 – HOO ST
WERBURGH TO ROCHESTER (HOME)
Caught the 08:06 bus from Star Hill,
Rochester to the Five Bells Pub at Hoo St
Werburgh.
Walked down to the attractively spired
Church from where we picked up the
Saxon Shore Way which between Hoo
and Upnor formed a circular route.
We now had a policy decision to make –
whether to trace our way back to the
coastline to continue right around the
Hoo Peninsula insofar as it was
accessible, or whether to simply carry on
from Cliffe Village along the Saxon Shore
Way. This would keep us more inland of
the actual coastline meandering towards
Hoo St Werburgh, but avoid the
uncertainty of accessibility. We had
obviously lost a lot of time as a result of
the Foot and Mouth epidemic if we were
We actually headed towards Kingsnorth
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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the island which sported the old Hoo Fort.

following tracks that bordered pleasantly
hedgerowed fields and at one point cut
between large ponds that supported
families of swans, coots, moorhens and I
think possibly a little grebe.

From there we turned back towards Hoo
and its not insignificant Marina. Across
the flats we could see the odd gull and
shelduck lazing around, but the air was
filled with the twittering of skylarks.

With the enormous towering chimney of
Kingsnorth barely half a mile away to our
left, we headed on down toward the
banks of Hoo Flats – a large expanse of
the Medway water at hightide although
sadly not when we arrived. Good view of

2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

We made our way around the labyrinth of
tracks in Hoo Marina – at least the tracks
we were free to walk and on towards
Upnor. For us, this was a new and
interesting perspective of the river and
indeed of the Medway Towns themselves
as we tried to pick out land marks on the
- 10 -
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other side of the water. Clearly there is
no shortage of boat owners in these
parts. The walk into Upnor was along
shingle beach – rather slippery in parts,
punctuated by an assortment of railed
devices for conveying all manner of crafts
to the water’s edge. Upnor Castle was a
prominent landmark that we headed
towards. At Upnor we found a welcome
seat to enjoy our flask of coffee.

the main A2 Rochester Bridge.

From there our track took us up behind
the Castle and down through the
attractive cobblestone village of Upnor
toward the entrance of the Castle
grounds themselves. At this point we
were fairly high up and the view towards
Rochester was spectacular.

Duly paid our respects to my greatgrandfather James Davis whose name
appears on a plaque at the Rochester
end of the bridge; (he was an Assistant
Bridgewarden at the time the bridge was
opened).

Our track soon followed alongside the
recently built main road leading away
from the Medway Tunnel. Then it was
over the main Medway City Industrial
Estate and back into green fields again
slowly climbing up to give us a last
spectacular descent into Strood and to

2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

Then it was simply along the High Street
where I was struck by a new Dickensian
looking tin statue that had appeared in
the Market Square. Beside this very
metallic statue was a tin bucket with a
- 11 -
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slot in the lid and a notice saying “Thank
you”. Lindsey and I watched for what
seemed many minutes; surely this was
not an actor? I could not resit any longer,
and put a coin in the bucket at which
point the statue turned towards me and
put his thumbs up before freezing again!

have been more apt at that time on a
Sunday afternoon. Still, it was ideal
weather for walking: bright, but with
enough cloud to keep it cool for the time
of year. Looking across the top of St
Bart’s hospital we could see the
Kingswear paddle steamer making one of
its afternoon cruises.
We made our way down toward Sun Pier
then followed the riverside walk along to
the end of Lloyds. The tide must have
been pretty well dead low, leaving a
maze of little side channels of water in
the rather squelchy river bottom mud,
which the ever increasing population of
mute swans patrolled. From Lloyds we
had to make our way up to the main road
before entering the Chatham Historic
Dockyard through the Main Gate.

A gruelling walk up City Way after that
little interlude and home by 12:10! – We
did it!

SUNDAY 15TH JULY 2001 –
ROCHESTER TO RAINHAM (OTTERHAM
QUAY)
Change of approach for this leg of our
Odyssey. We got home from church in
good time and after a quick pizza and
salad lunch were on the road for just after
2:00 pm. Basically it was from our house
to Rainham train station via the river
Medway of course – or at least as close
to it as was reasonable to be.

Here there seemed surprisingly few
visitors around. There is just so much of
interest to see at this place.

I am afraid that being on our doorstep we
seldom think of paying it a proper visit. It
really must compare very favourably

As we trekked down City Way and across
the Jackson Playing Fields, I could not
help but wonder if a siesta would not
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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visitor attractions of a similar nature
elsewhere.

instead we strode straight on toward the
Motney Hill peninsula.

At the roundabout by the University of
Greenwich Campus we got onto the new
stretch of the Lower Rainham Road on
the Gillingham side of the Medway tunnel
and again had to content ourselves with a
main road sidewalk, until we reached the
Strand where we stopped for a cup of
tea. So after two hours we were just
about to start along our regular Sunday
afternoon stretch of riverside walk.

Now this part of the walk we had only
actually done once before, and it
presented an interesting variation on the
view across the ever widening Medway
Estuary. We travelled along the peninsula
as far as we could before following the
Saxon Shore Way across to the eastern
bank and followed the Otterham Creek
inlet back towards Rainham.
A final footpath alongside a pear tree
orchard led us back onto the Lower
Rainham Road from where we were soon
onto the Rainham Station Road. We
arrived, very footsore at Rainham Station
at 5:50 pm a little later than we’d
intended only to find out that contrary to
the timetable, the next train to Chatham
would not depart until 6:28. Fortunately
we managed to fill the time with the
purchase of a can of 7up and a bag of
chips! All in all, it was a pretty good
Sunday afternoon!

The walk between the Strand (or at least
the end of the Strand) and Riverside Park
had already become a favourite of ours.
Normally of course we would do it there
and back on a Sunday afternoon. But this
day it was special because it was part of
our “official” walk. Apart from that there
was nothing particularly worthy of note;
the gulls were squawking as usual, the
odd oyster catcher and shelduck were
there. We didn’t even stop at the
Riverside Park visitor’s centre for our
usual cuppa, (well we had just had one!);
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

WEDNESDAY 29TH AUGUST 2001 –
CLIFFE TO HOO ST WERBURGH
To date, progress on our Odyssey had
not really been up to even our most
pessimistic of expectations. We felt that
we could not truly say that we had
reached Rainham, or anywhere beyond
for that matter, without first filling the gap.
So with our summer vacation fast ebbing
away, we took the decision to do just that
and caught the 07:29 bus from Star Hill
out to Cliffe again to follow the Saxon
Shore Way route to Hoo St Werburgh.
- 13 -
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Although this meant that we would not
strictly be sticking to the coastline, we
found that being so open, we seldom lost
sight of one or other of the Thames or
Medway coastline, (indeed there were
times when we could see both).

Northward Hill and surrounding area is an
RSPB reserve with wonderful views and
spectacular woodland fauna and flora,
not the least of which were some
delicious plump blackberries! Out of the
woodland and into more meadows and
farm land before turning south down
“Bessie’s Lane”, a well tended narrow
soft grass track though the hedgerow.

So starting out from St Helen’s Church
again and picking up on the now familiar
Saxon Shore Way signs we set off along
a side street, then off across farmland
towards Rye Street Farm.

Such wonderful views across open
farmland plains towards the Thames, and
through the hazy morning mist across the
river to the oil storage depots of Canvey
Island. We also saw numerous small red
dragonflies. It felt so good to be back on
our adventure again!
Across a couple of meadows and we
came to the village of Cooling with its
privately owned albeit impressive castle
and St James Church. Then it was onto
the road for a bit before heading up
through a pear orchard to Brombey and
Eastborough Farms and up towards
Northward Hill.
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

Then it was back onto the road for a short
distance before turning into some less
well tended tracks of stinging nettles and
on to Roper’s Green Lane. We were now
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getting quite close to Kingsnorth Power
Station, and carried on down the track
towards Hoo Flats before turning west
along the same track we had walked
earlier in the year when setting off from
Hoo to Rochester. We reached Hoo
St Werburgh at around noon and caught
the 12:16 bus home.

of year and the odd partridge.

Although we had had a good summer
and visited some spectacular places in
Dorset and the Channel Islands, there is
something very special about our Kent
walk that makes us very proud of what
our county has to offer. Certainly this
particular stage of our odyssey was one
of the best to date.

Reaching the eastern shore of the
peninsula we followed the Saxon Shore
Way south-east via Twinney Wharf.

SATURDAY 8TH SEPTEMBER 2001 –
RAINHAM TO KINGSFERRY BRIDGE
We awoke at 06:00 to the sound of rain
on the Velux window of our loft bedroom
– not we thought what was forecast!
Nevertheless we pressed on with our
preparations. In order to save a little time
on this slightly longer stage than usual
we had decided to cut out the walk to and
from Chatham station by using the car to
drive to Rainham station and then catch
the train back from Swale station (by
Kingsferry Bridge), so although slightly
cheating on our desire to use public
transport, at least it was quite possible.

The views across Twinney Saltings were
spectacular but unfortunately Lindsey
was bitten on the leg by a rather
unfriendly Labrador dog belonging to a
local caravan dweller. The bite seemed to
cause bruising more than cutting and
well, Linds never was one to make much
fuss and pausing for a reviving cup of
coffee from our flask, we pressed on,
although I (Steve) confess to feeling a bit
sheepishly irresponsible for not taking
further action at the time!

We picked up the Saxon Shore Way
again at Otterham Quay just after 08:00.
It was cool but dry and we pressed on
through an alleyway of stinging nettles
and onto the Lower Road towards
Upchurch before turning off to the left
down towards Horsham Lakes where a
group of anglers were out in force. We
passed through a variety of orchards with
tempting ripe varieties of apple, pear and
plum. We remained remarkably
restrained however and only paused to
pick equally juicy but wild blackberries.

Clipping the top of Lower Halstow we
passed a beautiful example of a sailing
barge moored in the creek there and the
church of St Margaret of Antioch. On
through more orchards, tracks of stinging
nettles, a field of cows and a beefy
looking bull, past Funton Brick Works.

Continuing north-east into the Upchurch
peninsula and passing through Ham
Green we saw countless rabbits scurrying
here there and everywhere, pheasants
with rather shabby plumage at this time
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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looking farm with lots of cockerels
wandering around, which I suppose could
might have been considered a little
sinister!

Then when after getting stumped as to
where the path should run next, we made
our way back down onto the Lower Road,
there called Raspberry Hill Lane.
Although from here we could see
Kingsferry Bridge close at hand, we had
quite a detour to make around the Iwade
peninsula and Chetney Marshes.

The final stretch of the peninsula on the
Swale side was fascinating as we headed
side on towards Kingsferry Bridge – three
times we watched it raise. One right to
the top to let what seemed a
disproportionately large tanker through
considering the water was quite low.

This was by all accounts the most
spectacular part of the walk and we
paused for coffee and a snack whilst we
took in the scene. No shortage of wildlife
here. Rabbits by the hundreds, yellow
wagtails by the flock, a flock of noisey
greylag geese, three swans, two herons
and a partridge – (we had already seen
the pear trees!), but best of all a stoat
rummaging around the rocks and
seaweed by the shoreline of Bedlams
Bottom! He knew we were watching him
and kept popping up from behind one
rock after another as if playing peep-bo!

Eventually we got up on to the A249 by
the bridge and after a long wait for a kind
hearted driver in the end less stream of
traffic to allow us to cross, we made it to
Swale station with just minutes to spare
for the 13:06 train back to Rainham.
Apart from Lindsey’s dog bite, a most
enjoyable morning!

SUNDAY 16TH SEPTEMBER 2001KINGSFERRY BRIDGE TO
SITTINGBOURNE

Just to be able to stand in the middle of
this peninsula and survey the
surrounding marshland was quite an
experience. We came across a deserted
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

Although this was one of the shorter
stretches of our walk, we were in two
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taking a nap, but best of all with the water
now receding from the edge a little egret.

minds whether or not we could manage
to cram it into Sunday afternoon,
between lunch and a prior six o’clock
appointment. Nevertheless a swift lunch
and the promise of washing up the dishes
from our daughter Joy and we managed
to reach the water’s edge car park at
Kingsferry bridge for not long after 2 pm.

With the water still fairly high, it was a
pleasure to watch the aquatic activity of
various vessels and birds as we walked
along the embankment towards Ridham
Dock. Unfortunately we could not follow
the sharp bend in the shoreline around
the dock itself, having rather to cut the
corner inland across Ridham Marshes,
which was pleasant nonetheless.

On around a rather smelly landfill site and
we tucked in along the shore of Milton
Creek to the terminus of the
Sittingbourne and Kemsley Light Railway.

We were soon back at the shore edge
again of Clay Reach with Elmley Hills
across on the opposite bank. Meandering
around the shoreline towards Kemsley
Marshes with the Paper Mill inland, we
must have spotted a dozen or more
herons, a kestrel or two, various ducks,
oyster catchers, a couple of curlew, some
dunlin and of course gulls, a dragonfly
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

Plenty of old fashioned activity going on
there and we stayed within sight of the
line right the way down to its
Sittingbourne terminus. With the sludgy
mud of the creek being rather a
prominent feature now, the walk became
less inspiring, particularly with the activity
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of some local rally bikers – but then as I
reminded myself and Linds “different
people have different ideas of what
constitutes a good time!”
Eventually we came on to the B2006 that
we followed around more industrial works
to the Sittingbourne station with some
twenty odd minutes to spare before the
4:36 pm train back to Swale. Not a bad
little afternoon’s adventure!

SATURDAY 13TH OCTOBER 2001 –
SITTINGBOURNE TO FAVERSHAM

Further along burnt out cars bore witness
to the sort of place you really would not
want to frequent alone. However once
out on to the bank of Swale coastline with
the old Oyster ponds to the south of us, it
was a different story.

At last a window in our busy schedule
enabled us to tackle the next stage of our
Odyssey on what turned out to be as fine
an October day as one could wish for.
Not by any means the earliest of starts,
but we were parked in the station car
park at Sittingbourne and setting off by
9:45 am. The Saxon Shore Way that we
were following led us to begin with for a
good mile along fairly noisy roads. Even
when we turned off on to the track that
led us the eastern bank of Milton Creek it
was not the most picturesque of scenery,
apart from the water itself that was high
at the time.

The views were glorious through the
misty but sunny autumnal haze and a
variety of birds mostly indistinct in the
conditions were nonetheless in
abundance. Lindsey commented that she
wished she had opted to wear her shorts
– I of course wear shorts unless I have a
very good reason not to!! I suggested that
her trousers looked as if they could be
rolled up past the knee – and that is what
she did!!

The Creek ran alongside a car-breakers
yard with a column of billowing black
smoke from a bonfire of old tyres and
other industrial sites.

2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

We continued along past the remnants of
the disused Elmley Ferry picking out the
features of Elmley Marshes opposite us
on the Sheppey shore. We had frequent
sightings of herons wading and circling
around, and the odd curlew too. This
grassy marshland really was a picture
and we stopped for coffee – although a
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plague of minute but irritating flies kept it
short.

latter. And promptly stopped at the pub
for a shandy, a lemonade and some
crisps.

For part of the way we were entertained
by a wheatear that patrolled the bank just
a little in front of us. It seemed quite
unpurturbed by us and would fly just a
little further on each time we came within
just a few feet of it. Even so I was able to
get some pleasing video shots of it.

As we neared the point where we started
to turn into Conyer Creek we noticed
some splashes in the water and on closer
inspection could make out the shapes of
some fairly large fish swimming around
18 inches to two foot long.
We continued down the windy bank of
Conyer Creek to Conyer itself where
there was quite a lot of new housing
development, a few interesting
houseboats and a very convenient and
inviting pub. It was here that we had to
decide between calling it a day and
heading back towards Teynham, or
walking at least as far again and going on
to Faversham. I am delighted to say that
in spite of mildly sore feet, we chose the
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

Being refreshed we strode out back up to
the Swale shoreline again for some more
equally picturesque marshland views
punctuated in the Swale with the small
Fowley Island. The walk along the
shoreline was very pleasant if rather
uneventful. We picked out more of the
Elmley Marsh RSPB Nature Reserve that
we recognised on the Sheppey shore, in
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particular the bird hides that we had
visited a year or so back, and of course
we could see the Sheppey HM Prison
complex.

We left the centre at about 3:00pm, but
not before filling up our water bottle from
the free running, fresh cool water from
the artesian well that was just outside.
Soon we turned into our final creek of the
day and followed what seemed an
endless pathway down towards
Faversham. We stopped to talk to a lady
who was studying the waterfowl on a
stretch of water. She asked us if we knew
what a particular bird was, casually
remarking that we looked as if we would
know! I can only assume that it was
Lindsey’s rolled up trousers that gave the
look of authenticity about us!! Anyway as
it happens we had heard some of the
Brighton and Hove crowd commenting
that there were Snipe around and we
suggested that the bird she was
enquiring about was maybe a snipe – a
medium sized wading bird with a
disproportionately long beak.

The Elmley bank continued down to
Spitend Point that was punctuated by the
final RSPB Reserve hide, after which
came the Harty Peninsula. As we
continued along our path, we could see
clearly the Harty Ferry Inn on the
opposite bank.

We pressed on branching off along the
bank of Oare Creek – this Y-shape
arrangement of Creeks into Faversham is
a dominating feature – particularly if you
were trying to walk the entire coastline!!
With our feet and legs really getting
weary now we eventually reached road
and finally after a couple of wrong
turnings the town and Faversham train
station. Fortunately we only had a tenminute wait for the 4:37 pm back to
Sittingbourne. As pleasant a day as we
could have wished for.

We reached the Oare Marsh Nature
Reserve managed by Kent Wildlife Trust.
And continued down to their visitors
centre which was really the southern side
of the old Harty Ferry itself. Here we had
good views of Harty , including Harty
Church. Inside and upstairs in the
visitor’s centre we had a welcome sit
down and chat to the KWT volunteers
who were looking after the centre for the
day. They had been quite busy as a
coach load of “birders” from Brighton and
Hove were visiting for the day, bringing a
spectacular array of tripods, scopes and
binoculars!
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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THURSDAY 25TH OCTOBER 2001 –
FAVERSHAM TO HERNE BAY

was a joy to see a little egret take off and
circle around so soon in our day,
although straight away I realised that I
had forgotten to bring the binoculars!

This was something a bit different for the
two of us. With it being half term and
having agreed, with a slight degree of
trepidation, to our daughter Joy having a
friend around for a sleep-over, we
cleared off for two days worth of our
coastal odyssey.
Driving to Faversham, we parked in the
station car-park and at 9:45 am set off
through the town centre in search of the
east bank of Faversham Creek. We had
already decided that walking the shore
line of the bit of land in the “Y” between
Faversham Creek and Oare Creek was a
bit over the top!

Reaching Nagden Cottages we had the
choice of either continuing on the Saxon
Shore Way around the Creek bank which
would lead us a mile back Westward
before circling around again to join the
bank of the Swale, or we could take a
path which would cut more directly across
to the Swale Bank. Well, we very nearly
took the latter, but decided that the
former was more in keeping with our
business, and a great pleasure it was too
as we came within a stones throw of the
opposite bank that we had walked down
on the last stage of our journey into
Faversham.

An assortment of vessels were moored at
the start of the Creek, including a strange
boat looking something like a cross
between Noah’s Ark and a floating office
block!

Moving along the bank of the Swale we
came alongside the South Bank of Swale
Nature Reserve, a bird sanctuary, looked
after by Kent Wildlife Trust although the
signs suggested that visitors were not
welcome to enter!

The Saxon Shore Way that followed the
Creek bank quickly led us back through
the now familiar marshy landscape, and it
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

However, we did have some very
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spectacular views of an enormous flock
of brent geese.

the eastern end of Sheppey disappeared
and the Swale opened up into Whitstable
Bay and we strode on into Seasalter with
its fairly impressive line up of holiday
chalets and bungalows. But, there was
still nowhere to get a cup of coffee!
Maybe Whitstable, we thought!
Between Seasalter and Whitstable, the
railway line came very close to the shore
and the Saxon Shore Way actually
crossed over the line and onto the road
into town. As we were wondering whether
we had missed an alleyway that should
have led us back down to the shore we
came to a pub and figured that this might
be our last chance to get something to
eat for a while. We sat in the garden
which was quite high up overlooking the
sea as we tucked into our generously
filled sandwiches, coke and lemonade,
although I should have known better than
to think that I could sit comfortably for a
meal before being sure of being on the
right path! Enquiring as I returned our
plates and glasses, I learned that we
were just two houses away from the
alleyway that I had been looking out for!
From there it was back over the railway
via a footbridge and down to the sea
again with Whitstable looming large.

Looking across the Swale to Sheppey,
we could see clearly the Hamlet of
Shellness, the chalets of Shellness
beach, the Muswell Manor holiday camp
and very faintly the line of chalets at
Priory Hill Camp where my brother and
sister-in-law have their summer residence
chalet.
We had decided not to take a flask of
coffee with us this time as we reasoned
that there would be plenty of places along
route. Spotting what we took to be a pub
in the distance we strode on, hopeful that
it might serve morning coffee.

Alas, they did not open until 12 noon and
it was 11:15 when we reached it. So we
made do with a few more swigs of water
and our apples. I decided to readjust my
socks before we pressed on, only to
discover that my boots had sprung a leak
somewhere and my toes were wet!
However, this minor problem was
overruled by the elation we felt at having
at last reached the sea proper as slowly
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

In Whitstable we wandered through an
assortment of activity: a busy harbour,
with vessels being loaded and unloaded,
the fish market, the Oyster museum, as
well as families and folk out for the day
just enjoying themselves. We were both a
bit footsore and Whitstable would have
been a respectable enough distance to
call it a day, but somehow I think we had
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both set our hearts on reaching Herne
Bay for the night.

Bay pier. However the walking was
pleasant enough and easy going along a
mainly concrete walkway apart from the
grassy patch at Swalecliffe.
We rounded the corner at Hampton to be
greeted with another huge array of
colourful beach huts and finally arrived, a
little weary in Herne Bay at around 15:30.
We eyed up the three and four storey
Victorian B & B accommodation along the
busy promenade and coastal road, some
with vacancies, some without. Somehow
the decision seemed a difficult one and
the noise of traffic was off-putting. We
decided to go into the Tourist Information
Centre in the recently refurbished BandStand complex. We were told that there
was only one B & B in the official guide
book to Herne Bay, namely “Foxden”.
This explained why I could only find the
one and the same place when I tried
looking on the Internet the previous day.
Well it certainly narrowed the choice
down a little, and so the decision was
taken and we walked the extra mile to the
other end of town, not to mention up a hill
to reach it. But it was well worth it. A
tastefully furnished and beautifully quiet
guest-house with a very smart en-suite
double room overlooking a smart back
garden containing (amongst other things)
an enormous fishpond. Here, Linds was
more than content to rest up and scan
the leaflets to select a restaurant for our
evening meal whilst Muggins returned by
train to Faversham to fetch the car!

We rounded the corner towards
Tankerton and an array of beach huts,
three rows deep, and the shingle spit of
Whitstable Street reaching out into the

It was a good mile or so walk to Herne
Bay Station, but a very pleasant one
taking in the park with its boating pond.
Although there were one or two delays, I
made it back to “Foxden” by a little after
18:00. Time to freshen up before another
walk into town for a most exquisite meal
at the Riggings Restaurant, finished off
with our first cup of coffee of the day! An
altogether splendid day, and needless to
say, we did not have too much trouble
getting to sleep that night!

sea, although on this occasion, we were
not tempted to try it out! Herne Bay as it
appeared in the distance was deceptively
further away than it looked with the two
peninsulas of Swalecliffe and Hampton
jutting out into the coast, and further out
to sea, the now isolated head of Herne
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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FRIDAY 26TH OCTOBER 2001 – HERNE
BAY TO MARGATE

descent into Reculver itself. We were not
surprised at that time of day to find
everywhere shut at Reculver; so
unfortunately, no visit to the Kent Wildlife
Trust Visitor’s Centre, no cup of coffee at
the King Ethelbert pub, nor at the local
holiday camp cafés.

After a good night’s sleep and a
refreshing shower we were all set to tuck
into the most amazing cooked breakfast,
which like everything else around the
house was immaculately set out on the
plate: egg, bacon, sausage, fried
tomatoes, etc followed by whole grain
toast and, in my case, lashings of ginger
marmalade!! Our landlord informed us
that the weather forecast was not so
good for the day with high winds and rain
– it certainly looked pretty black overhead
– but having addressed the issue of
whether we wanted to go for it or not, we
decided that we both clearly did!
We were packed and on our way just
after 9:00 am, and having driven the
short distance to the coastal road, we
parked, booted up and were back on the
concrete “apron” shore path at about
9:15. The remains of the twin towered
church of St Mary’s, Reculver was the
main feature that we headed towards. It
was certainly a blustery enough day as
predicted, although the sea remained
remarkably tranquil and calm.

Fortunately the loos were open, so after
only a brief stop we pressed on up past
St Mary’s towers, from where we parted
company with the Saxon Shore Way that
turned inland to exclude the once
separate Isle of Thanet, in favour of the
Thanet Coastal Path, and on towards
Minnis Bay.

The path to Minnis Bay was an
easygoing tarmac track along the top of a
sea defence wall. From a previous visit,
we knew that the beach was frequented
by terns and festooned with yellowhorned poppies, although neither was
very evident at this time of year. Minnis
Bay is a pleasant enough seaside place
and we stopped at the first café for
coffee. Although our feet were a little on
the sore side and we knew that it would

The odd light speckling of rain was
enough to make us don our rainwear, but
it surprisingly did not last very long and
that was as bad as it got. We were
indeed blessed by good weather
throughout with even a fair bit of
sunshine to cheer us on our way. At
Bishopstone, the concrete apron ran out
and the Saxon Shore Way led us up onto
the top of the unprotected cliffs of
Reculver Country Park before the final
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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be easy enough to finish here with only a
short walk inland to Birchington Station,
we really had our hearts set on reaching
Margate.

We rounded corner after corner to reveal
one bay after another, some surprising us
by just how much they cut in: Grenham
Bay followed by an unnamed bay,
followed by Epple Bay where we had to
squelch through some horribly smelly
rotting seaweed before ascending some
steps up on to the coastal road for a short
while, and then back down to the
concrete path into the attractive bay of
Westgate.

At the eastern end of Minnis Bay, the
coastline changed, the concrete apron
pathway tracing out the scalloped edge of
the low chalky cliff facing and the patches
of chalky, rocky pools that emerged from
the receding tide. This was to be the
pattern all the way to Margate now.

2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

Now that was a place that I thought I
would fancy living. At the eastern end of
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Westgate Bay we stopped at a café to
indulge ourselves with a Nestlés Maxibon
ice cream each.

our half-term mission.

From here we could trace back along the
sunlit scalloped coastline to Reculver;
already we felt that this had been a
successful two days worth of travel.
On again around another very
pronounced corner into the similar, but
perhaps not quite so attractive St
Mildred’s Bay; no stopping though. One
more corner and we were into the
Westbrook Bay, the western end of
Margate with its old Royal Sea Bathing
Hospital buildings.

Already we were able to see Margate
harbour up ahead, and at 14:00 we
rounded the final corner into the main bay
at Margate and its seafront attractions
came into full view. With the station at the
western end of the main bay we decided
enough was enough, and after a final
celebratory mug of tea each at the first
café and a visit to a local souvenir shop
we caught the 3:09 train back to Herne
Bay, satisfied that we had accomplished
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

SATURDAY 3RD NOVEMBER 2001 –
MARGATE TO RAMSGATE
Up early and drove to Margate in glorious
sunshine, arriving at the Station Car
Park, well before 9:00 am. The tide was a
lot further in than when we’d left the
previous week and it was on its way in.
Margate certainly has its charm –
especially at that time on a sunny
November morning. There were quite a
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surprising number of folk enjoying a stroll
on the beach – mostly with their dogs –
as good a reason for having a dog as
any! We made our way around The Bay,
past the clock tower – a prominent
feature, past the harbour and onto the
concrete aprons that followed the line of
the chalk cliffs that resumed around the
corner at the western end and onto
Walpole Bay, followed by Palm Bay.

the rocky waters edge we could see the
odd oystercatcher, dunlin and red shank,
plenty of herring gulls, many still with their
attractive mottled brown juvenile
plumage, and several kestrels hovering
along the tops of the chalk cliffs.

At Foreness Point, due to the incoming
tide, we had to continue along the top of
the cliff, however this was not before
stopping at the cliff’s edge to break open
our flask of coffee whilst surveying the
seascape. The sandy beach below us to
the east of Foreness Point, looked very
inviting and quite a few people with their
dogs were enjoying the walk, (we’d been
unable to reach it from our direction when
we were further down because of the
tide; obviously the folk below us had
started walking from the opposite
direction).

We continued along the top, pausing to
go down onto the beach at Botany Bay
with its grassy topped chalk stacks that
through erosion had become separated
from the cliffs – quite a sight. Then it was
on past the folly of Neptune’s Tower at

It was very pleasant walking with the
bright sun glistening on the sea making it
uncharacteristically mild for November. At
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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White Ness before rounding the corner to
Kingsgate Bay, overlooked by the
Kingsgate Castle Hotel.

Having returned briefly to the road we
were able to take an alleyway and steps
down on to a concrete apron that enabled
us to follow the East Cliff around two
small unnamed bays. Here we decided to
sit and enjoy our packed lunches in the
relative solitude, before the bustle of
Broadstairs. Ah, it was great to get our
boots off for a while.
From there it was only a short step
around to Broadstairs’ main Viking Bay –
as sandy as ever! No trip to Broadstairs is
ever complete in our book without a visit
to Morelli’s for coffee at the top of the
cliffs. Certainly I have never enjoyed their
cappuccino more than I did then.

The walk from Broadstairs to Ramsgate
is one we have done on a number of
occasions from when our children were
small with pushchairs, baby carriers or
whatever. We took the lower, concrete
apron walk around as far as Dumpton
Gap where we had to rejoin the cliff-top.

This was followed by our old favourite,
the sandy Joss Bay that lay just north of
the North Foreland Lighthouse. We had
to walk up the B2052 coastal road here
towards the Lighthouse before we could
turn back to follow along the cliff tops at
Kent’s Easternmost edge.
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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the loose. They create quite a din,
although trying to spot green birds in
green woodland against a bright sky is
not that easy, but we did see quite a few.

This cliff-top out of Broadstairs sports a
number of superb large dwellings
including some large residential homes
for the elderly.

Last in the row is a recently built fine
house that looks as if it is based on a
lighthouse, but with all sorts of other
extensions, nooks and crannies, quite a
place!

Once through the park, we were able to
descend back down to sea level again.
Here the cliff face had been well and truly
concreted and bricked up. There is even
a row of dwellings, holiday homes and a
hotel actually built into the cliffs with just
the elaborate fronts showing like some
film set. From there it was just a short

At the highest point of the cliffs the King
George VI Memorial Park has always
been a great favourite of ours with its
colony of green ring-necked parakeets on
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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walk along the top of Ramsgate Sands to
the East Pier of the ever-popular
Ramsgate Harbour.

nonetheless impressive sight glancing
back across the harbour as we trekked
our way up the West Cliff Road.

This was the end of our coastal walk for
today although the train station was still a
mile inland. We reached the station in
time to catch the 2:52 pm train back to
Margate; nice timing really as the day
was beginning to cool down a little and
with just enough time to drive home in
daylight.

We continued along the West Cliff
Promenade past the famous Model
Village and other assorted attractions,
(not surprisingly closed). Looking down,
the once bustling ferry terminal was all
quiet and we continued on.

SATURDAY 24TH NOVEMBER 2001 –
RAMSGATE TO SANDWICH
A bit of a murky start to the day and we
did not leave home until well after 9:00
am, only to have a job actually finding
Ramsgate Station but we were at the car
park, booted up and ready for off just
before 10:30 am.
We retraced the mile or so from the
station back down to the harbour to pick
up from where we had left off. It was
lightly spitting with rain, still it was a
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

Thinking that we might be better off
taking the lower road that seemed to
continue along past the Ferry Terminal,
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we made our way down on the next
available path. In fact the road soon
disappeared through a tunnel in the cliff
and the path became none existent, so
we had to take the next path back up;
however not before spotting a kingfisher
flying out across the beach and arcing
around and along the edge of the sea!
We made our way along some interesting
footpaths, through various parks,
stopping to admire a couple of donkeys
that had come across to greet us.

Back at sea level we made our way back
to the main road again stopping to view
the full-sized reproduction Viking Ship
that sailed across from Holland in 1949.

Soon the light rain had disappeared
altogether and the sun peeped through
enough to brighten and enhance the
splendid view across Pegwell Bay that
was coming upon us.
Soon we were able to turn off again
through Pegwell Bay Country Park where
we stopped to eat our lunch. Here again
plenty of waders could be seen, including
a large flock of lapwings. Some of the
paths we took in the park seemed to lead
us a bit astray and we had to spend
some time doubling back before we could
get back to the road at Stonelees.
From there it was on road most of the
way as we continued south down the
A256 before turning off and continuing
south through Pfizer’s. Sandwich is a
very pretty town and we looked around
the shops for a while before catching the
2:50 pm train back to Ramsgate for a
welcome cuppa at the station café before
the drive home, during which we
witnessed the most marvellous sunset.
Another altogether good day!

The very pronounced Bay hosted a
variety of waders together with the now
familiar array of bait diggers! We were
rewarded when what had earlier
appeared as a flash of white turned out to
be a little egret. We had a good close
view of it too as it flew around although
unfortunately I did not have the video
camera at the ready.
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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Course and it was a great pleasure to
see and hear so many skylarks
ascending into the blissfully blue,
cloudless sky; a true sign of spring if ever
there was one! Kestrels too patrolled the
select estate.

NEW YEAR 2002
Well, so much for the 2001 Kent Coastal
Odyssey. Still, did they finish the Space
Odyssey in one year? In fact with a trip to
Mexico in February, it was quite a while
before we got going again!

After about two miles into our day’s
journey, we reached the sea; so good to
see it again and surprisingly calm, given
that the weather forecast was for strong
gusty winds. Three great-crested grebe
swam just off from the shore, taking it in
turns to dive and randomly reappear at
another location.

SATURDAY 9TH MARCH 2002 –
SANDWICH TO DEAL
It was certainly never our intention that so
long, over three months should pass
before we embarked on the next leg of
our odyssey, but there you are, other
commitments take a hold, prolonged wet
weather and so on!

The remaining four miles or so into Deal
was very flat and easy going save for the
high wind which arrived according to
forecast and seemed to increase with
each step that we took. We sat on a
bench in Deal, finishing off our flask and
watching a flock of black headed gulls,
each at a different stage of development
of their chocolate brown faces for the
summer, whilst we contemplated whether
to catch the train back from Deal or go

Nevertheless we set off from Sandwich
Quay car park at 9:20am following the
White Cliffs Country Trail/Saxon Shore
Way. All seemed very calm and tranquil
along the banks of the meandering River
Stour and the lesser North Stream and
Vigo Sprong. We reached the path
across the Royal St George’s Golf
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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the extra two miles or so on to Walmer.

Changing out of our boots back at the
car, I discovered two beautiful blisters on
each of my heels, so perhaps it was just
as well that we had not attempted to go
any further.

Well, it was three months since our last
walk and that combined with the effect of
recent swimming exertions, plus the fact
that it had clouded over considerably, as
forecast, we went for the easier option
and walked the short distance through
the town to the station and after a wait of
only a couple of minutes caught the train
back to Sandwich. We arrived back at the
car just three hours after we had set off.

2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

THURSDAY 28TH MARCH 2002 –
DEAL TO DOVER
It was really a glorious morning as we
drove off to Deal although it was not
without managing to take a few
diversions beforehand. Still we managed
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to be walking along the promenade at
Deal just before 10 o’clock. It was a very
high tide and the waves splashed around
the supporting struts of the fully functional
Deal pier.

Soon we were passing Deal Castle as we
recalled memories of a visit some years
back paddling thought the dark puddley
dungeon tunnels hand in hand with our
children.

A mile and a half further down and the
industrial setting turned to more of a
nature reserve as we passed the
impressive garden setting of Walmer
Castle.

Then on past an impressive row of
beachfront residences to Oldstairs Bay
from where we started to ascend the cliffs
of Kingsdown. A golf course accounted
for a large part of this down land area
followed by the National Trust owned St
Margaret’s Free Down and Brockhill
Farm. It was a great pleasure to watch

The line of fishing vessels along the
beach bore testimony to the main local
industry.
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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our first fulmars of the year gliding around
and calling to one another with their
straight wings, characteristic chuckles
and pretty faces too. Jackdaws also
displayed some slick manoeuvres as they
rode the brisk updrafts from the cliffs.

Refreshed we descended into St
Margaret’s Bay, still with its smugglers
bay feel to it. Here a cup of tea at the
kiosk was an opportunity too good to
waste!

Then it was on past the Pines Gardens
before ascending cliffs again up towards
the South Foreland Lighthouse. On any
other day, a quick visit to the now
National Trust run lighthouse would have
been in order, but time was getting on
and we wanted to be back in good time.

At Brockell Hill we surveyed the
predominant War Memorial and
Coastguard lookout before resting on the
grassy banks to break open our lunch of
savoury pasties and drink our flask of hot
blackcurrant and elderflower.
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Another well-earned cup of tea was
enjoyed here. A passing Citroen Picasso
set me commenting upon how ideal a car
it would be for us, to which Lindsey’s
reply was that if someone were to give
her £10,000 she would buy me one.
Since this was not likely to happen, we
pressed on through the National Trust
Car Park only to be greeted by a sign at
the pay-kiosk advertising Raffle Tickets in
support of work on the White Cliffs – first
prize £10,000! Now we are good
Christians and do not go in for omens
and stuff like that nor even raffles for that
matter as a rule, but laughingly and
having turned out our loose change, I
confess that we bought one! Still the
draw is not until November anyway!

The stretch of cliff top from the South
Foreland to Langdon Bay has always
been a great favourite of ours, although
recent erosion of the cliffs has pushed
the safe pathway inland, particularly at
Bantam Hole and Fan Point, once a
beautiful sweeping dip that was a joy to
walk down but now a rather precarious
grassy slope ending in a sheer drop.

We picked our way along the trail which
eventually went under the Jubilee Way
and on along the Front at Dover, making
our way in towards the Station.
Unfortunately we had over an hour to
wait for the next train, but a welcome sit
down and read of the Evening Paper and
attempt at the crossword soon passed

With Dover Harbour and Docks now
firmly in view, we reached the National
Trust Visitor’s Centre at the Gateway to
the White Cliffs.
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been since our last walk along that same
stretch some two to three years ago.

the time. A good day to remember,
covering some of the best of the Kent
coastline so far, (or has that already been
said a few times?).

SATURDAY 20TH APRIL 2002 –
DOVER TO FOLKESTONE
Getting to Dover from home was easy –
trying to relate actual roads to what we
saw on the map and negotiating the one
way system was very trying to say the
least. Still we did eventually manage to
park at the Station and be underway for
around 10 o’clock.
Our first task was to pick our way up onto
the Western Heights, around the back of
the grand shaft and Fort Redoubt and on
toward the Old Battery and HM Young
Offenders Institution. A swirling band of
sea mist that made its way up the
distinctive vale of Dover marred the view
from the Heights. Nevertheless it was
pleasant enough to be up there and we
soon were onto the track that led us
across fields and through the subway
under the busy dual carriageway of the
A20T linking Dover to Folkestone.

From the top we could look down upon
the reclaimed area known as Samphire
Hoe Country Park, made from the
material dug out of the Tunnel. As well as
being a nature reserve (although still in
our opinion needing a little more
naturalisation), it also housed a large
area of extractor fans that linked up to the
tunnel. We did consider making the
descent and under the tunnel leading off
the A20T but decided against it in view of
our rather slow progress so far that day.

We walked on along a path that led
through masses of flowering gorse with
its wonderfully strong waft of coconuts.
The odd fulmars gliding around were a
joy to see. It was also noticeable how the
bits of the cliff face that we could see
suddenly changed from being chalky
white to an earthy red and then back
again as we neared Capel Le Ferne.
Here we descended the familiar but badly
overgrown cliff steps that we knew from
past holidays together with the pathway

We stopped at a seat near the foot of
Shakespeare Cliff for our first snack of
the day. A few other walkers were going
our way and we kept meeting one
particular fellow with his young son (or
grandson) and had some interesting
discussion with him. He knew the path
well and was on this particular day
walking to Folkestone and back. It was
noticeable how much erosion there had
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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that led us down and over a railway
footbridge to the concrete aprons at the
base of the cliff – but not without a
second snack-stop halfway down.
Looking back up we were able to watch
fulmar precariously perched in the odd
white cliff crevice whilst we listened to
their endearing chuckles.

few hard-standing pitches for motor
caravans – not so good in our opinion!

Again we commented on the amount of
erosion that had taken place in recent
years and particularly how the concrete
aprons had suffered from subsidence.
The tide was fairly low and so it was a
straightforward walk along the base of
the Warren Country Park. We could not
resist visiting the Warren Campsite where
we had had many memorable family
camps. We bought a can of Coke at the
office before being allowed a stroll
through the site to see how things had
changed – quite a lot of landscaping and
reseeding work having been carried out,
refurbishment of the loo blocks too – no
bad thing, and the setting up of quite a
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

We continued towards Folkestone back
along the aprons again and up over Copt
Point to the distinctive Martello tower
Visitors Centre before making our final
descent to the Harbour where we found a
seat to devour our enormous portions of
cod and chips along with some of the
local sea gull riff-raff! Another major
chapter completed!
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the road reached the beach again when
the wind was to stay with us for most of
the remainder of our journey.

SATURDAY 18TH MAY 2002 –
FOLKESTONE TO DYMCHURCH
We had been looking forward all week to
predictions of a gloriously warm and
sunny weekend, only by Friday, they had
changed their minds, predicting rain, high
winds and storms instead. But did that
deter us? Not quite!
We arrived in Folkestone just after 09:00
and parked in one of our favourite named
roads: “The Durlocks!” By 09:15 we were
under way towards the harbour, our
starting point for the day. It was quite a
grey, cloudy day, but the sight of
Folkestone has always brought a cheer
to us. We set off following the beach path
around beneath the Leas, passing the
Cliff Rail Lift, across an unused car park
and onto the exposed coastline, where
we really started to feel the effect of the
promised wind, and we seemed to be
walking right against it!

As the main A259 road turned inland
towards the town of Hythe, we stayed on
the well made up, red-tarmac, coastal
walk/cycle-way. At Hythe we stopped to
don our Waterproofs (as protection from
the wind) and I changed into my long
trousers – quite why I had thought that
shorts would be appropriate, I cannot
think. The relatively smart made-up
coastal front of Hythe soon turned into a
rather more atmospheric line of hauled
up fishing vessels that followed the
intriguing stretch of beach bordering the
Hythe MOD Firing Ranges. Normally this
stretch of coastline would be out of
bounds whilst the range was in use –
which appears to be for most of the time.
We however had chosen one of the four
days of May when it was available for
public access – although we appeared to
be the only ‘public’ on this particular day!

The tide was quite high and rough. We
pressed on past the submerged Mill Point
and scrunched along the shingle that
seemed to have covered the concrete
pathway towards Sandgate.

The sea was really rough and crashing
as we walked along the lower part of the
beach in order to be the least hampered
in negotiating the system of breakwater
groynes that were now punctuating our
progress more frequently. Each
successive groyne seemed to be higher
than the previous forcing us closer to the
water’s edge until finally we had to take
another approach, by walking to the top
of the beach where although higher were
at least able to get a footing in order to
climb over the groynes. One particularly
high groyne with a convenient lower
structural beam afforded us a convenient

At Sandgate we could see along some of
the side streets to the High Street and
spied an inviting looking tea room where
we stopped for a welcome mug of hot
chocolate. Had we not already eaten and
made other plans for the day, we might
well have tucked into one of the
enormous appetising cooked breakfasts
that were being served around about us.
We continued through the village of
Sandgate in the shelter of the wind until
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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seat and a complete shelter from the
incessant wind whilst we tucked into our
packed lunch – at the same time studying
the birds that seemed to be flying in and
out of the seemingly disused Martello
tower close by, (we had passed several
this day with yet several more to go).

journey.

Having finished our lunch we clambered
over a few rocks at the top of the beach
and onto a track that separated the
beach from the Range itself. From the
track we not only got a view of the
landscaped practice firing range, but also
of the abundant vegetation which thrived
in the absence of the public for so much
of the time. Lindsey identified buttercups,
birdsfoot-trefoil, ox-eye daisy, red clover,
thrift, bluebells and sea holly, but there
were plenty of other species too.
Leaving the Ranges – a stretch of some
two miles – we continued along the
Dymchurch wall.

We finally arrived as the sweeping stretch
of Dymchurch Sands were starting to
emerge from the ebbing tide.

From here we could make out other
Martello towers in the distance and also
just make out the sweeping coastline
down toward the Dungeness Power
Station. We knew however that
Dymchurch itself really started with a
Martello tower that had a large car park
by it that we had used on a previous
occasion. We approached each tower
with anticipation that it might be the one
we wanted to bring us to the end of quite
a tiring day’s (or rather morning’s)
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We decided not to wait around on that
particular day and caught the 13:58 bus
back to Folkestone – over half an hour’s
bus ride. As we walked from Folkestone
Bus Station back down towards the
harbour, the sun started to shine,
wonderful, but why did have to wait so
long? – Still, a good cup of tea and a
shared Maxibon ice-cream soon set us
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up for the drive home.

A distinctive tower that we had spotted in
the distance as we walked, we identified
as the start of Littlestone-on-Sea. When
we finally came in line with the tower it
proved to be built of red brick with
battlements at the top and we decided
that a closer inspection was called for
and mounted and crossed over the sea
wall. It turned out to be an old Water
Tower built in 1890 and was now used as
a very appealing private dwelling each of
its five or six storeys seemingly forming a
huge separate room.

This day was certainly a contrast to our
others to date!

SATURDAY 29TH JUNE 2002 –
DYMCHURCH TO DUNGENESS
We awoke to a beautiful sunny morning
with the prospect of it clouding over later.
An early start had us parked in
Dymchurch and on our way well before
9:00 am. Unlike our last visit the tide was
well out and the expanse of sand
enormous! Rather than walking along the
sea wall, we opted to stride out on the
sand flats – such a tremendous feeling of
freedom and space – it was wonderful!
The giant buildings of Dungeness Power
Station that we were heading towards
were very clear and looked deceptively
close.

Returning to the sea wall, we studied
another intriguing large object out to sea,
which a conveniently placed sign later
revealed as a piece of a Mulberry
Floating Harbour that was towed out to
sea and used during the War.

A little further on we stopped for a cup of
tea at a little kiosk and had an interesting
conversation with the owner who
commented how things seemed to be in
a time warp there – the place had hardly
changed in generations.

The sea wall masked much of our view of
the town and other signs of civilisation so
monitoring our progress along the
expanse was not so easy, but neither of
us really cared anyway; it was just so
good to be there!
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and climbed the shingle bank to be
greeted by a wonderful display of yellow
horned-poppies and an assortment of
hauled out fishing boats.

The sea appeared to have receded even
further and we decided to trek back out
along the sand flats although not without
encountering one or two softer squelchier
parts.

The whole atmosphere of Dungeness
with its boats, spaced out cottages,
lighthouses and various other huts and
out-buildings set against the Power
Station was both bleak and end-of-theworld-ish but at the same time to us very
appealing especially with the wonderful

From there we had little to get our
bearings to judge where we were but
must have passed on by Greatstone-onSea and Lydd-on-Sea after which the
sand-flats started to narrow as the tide
line drew closer to the bottom of the
steep shingle beach, and had run out
altogether as we reached Dungeness
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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spread of wildflowers including valerian
and viper’s bugloss.

The trains were absolutely amazing; one
third scale, but with so much detail in the
engines; the carriages were quite rough
and ready but very appealing.

We sat huddled in one enjoying our lunch
before leaving at 13:05 for the 45 minute
journey back to Dymchurch, vowing that
we would return soon to explore
Dungeness in more detail.

What was so amazing was the vast
quantity of shingle underfoot that just
went on and on so that even the
dwellings had shingle gardens.
It had clouded over quite considerably
and was not so warm, so we decided to
head for the terminus of the Romney,
Hythe and Dymchurch Light Railway, but
not before visiting a gallery of watercolour paintings.
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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although one wonders why they would
want to fish in front of a Nuclear Power
Station!

MONDAY 29TH JULY 2002 –
DUNGENESS TO LYDD RANGES

The greatest intensity of fish, if the
seagulls were anything to go by, was at a
point where the sea appeared to be
bubbling and erupting up out of the sea –
presumably something to do with some
sort of cooling plant! We pressed on past
the first Lydd Range lookout marking the
start of the less frequently used eastern
extension (that was not flying the flag),
and moved down to the water line where
it was much cooler.

Well, this should have been Dungeness
to Camber Sands, making it the final leg
of our Odyssey, the main obstacle being
accessibility along the shore of Lydd
Ranges. I had phoned to check and
interpreted the answerphone message as
implying that we would have access for
this particular day, only to discover that
the red no-entry flag was flying! Still at
least it was only the main part of the
ranges that were inaccessible, the
eastern extension that took in the Denge
Marsh bird reserve was still open.

Flocks of Common, Herring, Lesser
Black-Backed and Greater Black-Backed
Gulls mixed in with Cormorants flew up
ahead of us circling around several times
– quite a spectacle!

We arrived and were walking just after
nine o’clock on a hot humid day. But
Dungeness was still very appealing; we
parked close to the Romney, Hythe and
Dymchurch railway station, and walked
up past the Old Lighthouse, up onto the
southern shingle beach and along the top
of the shingle embankment in front of the
Nuclear Power Station.

We met a couple of young ladies walking
in the opposite direction who were
surveying the vegetation; they assured us
that the main part of the Ranges were
definitely closed to the public. Still, we
decided to press on as far as we could –
right up to the red flag. Here we ate our

A few fishermen had beaten us to it,
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lunch – rather earlier than expected and
spoke to the duty guard who informed us
that the ranges were closed most days
until 4:30pm. So the remaining two miles
would have to wait for another day.
However, we did manage to make an
interesting circular walk out of it even if
the heat of the day and the shingle
underfoot made it a little arduous. We
took the footpath inland from the range
boundary up and across Denge Marsh to
the RSPB Dungeness Nature Reserve.
The shingle landscape with predominant
ragwort, the remains of the viper’s
bugloss and valerian made a spectacular
sight. Later we followed footpaths that
bordered fields of linseed and not a few
fields of sheep and cows.

The pools of the RSPB reserve were
home to countless ducks, rails, swans,
etc, but the most picturesque part was
crossing and then looking back over the
rich vegetation along the causeway that
separated two of the main pools.
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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fisherman. We were to see only two other
people before reaching the Camber area.
The deserted stretch of high-banked
shingle beach made a wonderful sight.
Camber Sands were tucked well back
though just about visible to the west, as
was the mouth of the River Rother
beyond. After that the coastline swept
around to the cliffs that formed the start
of the Hastings area.

After we had drained the last of our two
and a half litres of water, the final two
mile trudge over shingle back to the
station car park was very wearing indeed,
but we were soon revived in the station
café. A splendid day and to be honest, I
was really not sorry that we had a little bit
of our walk still to finish!

SATURDAY 31ST AUGUST 2002 –
LYDD RANGES TO CAMBER SANDS

The walk along the steep shingle beach
was fairly hard going although keeping
close to the ebbing tide-line made it
easier going as the shingle started to
make way for slightly more comfortable
sand-flats. A very large flock of
cormorants took off in the distance and
various gulls and waders punctuated the
waters edge. It was for some while an
uneventful, but extremely pleasant walk.
The Kent/Sussex boundary according to
the map was a fairly indistinct point in the
midst of the Lydd Range area two miles
from where we set off, the only
distinguishing feature being a breakwater groyne.

A beautiful sunny morning – not what the
weatherman had predicted the previous
night, but who would complain. This time
I rechecked the Lydd Ranges
answerphone message before we left –
all OK. We were able to drive right down
the so-called Galloway Road through the
Ranges to park at the very place where
we had to turn back last time. Quite a
strange deserted, but exciting drive
really. One car had beaten us to it, which
obviously belonged to the fisherman just
the other side of the shingle bank.

Another arrived just before we set off at
around 10:00am; it too belonged to a
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5
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Well, it was unmistakably there and quite
a high wooden structure although it had
clearly seen better days. But we crossed
together hand-in-hand, congratulated
each other, kissed, sat down and
celebrated with a drink of cranberry
cordial and a packet of crisps! That was
it, no fanfares, no crowds to welcome us,
no champagne, no presentations - just
the warm satisfaction of having
completed a not insignificant memory in
our lives together.

of our Odyssey, it only represented the
halfway point to our planned destination
for the day. Sand flats had started to
appear, and this made the walking much
easier. A further mile saw us to the end of
the Lydd Ranges, and the full effect of
Camber Sands bit by bit started to
emerge.

A large number of kite powered sand
buggies were being driven with varying
degrees of skill backwards and forwards
along the large stretches of sandbanks
and we paused to watch and film them

Although technically, that marked the end
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with great interest. We continued to the
point where the shingle banks gave way
to grassy sand-dunes where we sat and
ate our lunch before getting a celebratory
cuppa from the Kit-Kat Café at Camber.

together, encouraging one another
towards its completion. Though taking us
longer than originally planned, twenty
walks spread over twenty months is
comfortable, even on a busy schedule!
In October we took a day-trip to France,
and from the ferry were able to look back
at the growing expanse of Kent coastline
with a warm sense of pride that we knew
it all!
All in all we have come to appreciate our
County of Kent much more as a result of
this walk. Although we’ve travelled
elsewhere to some lovely places during
the same time: Malta, Cozumel (Mexico),
Norfolk, Dorset, Pembrokeshire, Cannock
Chase (Staffordshire), The Cotswolds,
The Malvern Hills and they are all
undeniably wonderful places, somehow
Kent has become just a bit more ours,
just a bit more special to us, just a bit
more beautiful.

Now we could probably have caught a
bus back into Lydd, which would still
have left us with a two mile walk back
through the Ranges to where we’d
parked the car, but it was such a lovely
day that the full walk back along the
beach seemed much more appealing. A
flock of some three dozen terns kept
flying on and settling up ahead of us until
we disturbed them to move on yet further.
The sea had come in quite a way on our
return so we were confined to the sloping
shingle and though hard-going under-foot
we somehow managed to make it back
much quicker than going.

We hope and trust that with future
development plans for Kent, particularly
the prospect of a new airport, that it
doesn’t become spoilt! We want you and
others for generations to come to enjoy it
too!
SBD

POSTSCRIPT
The text of this diary was written up more
or less at the end of each day’s journey
prior to viewing the video footage shot on
the same day, consulting only our set of
Ordnance Survey maps to prompt and
remind us of things seen and places
visited. The still-images were later
captured from the video and edited in.
This hopefully will explain why some of
the images do not quite match the
narrative given. It is strange how things
that seemed very significant at the time
and worth filming were obviously not
remembered during the write-up – still I
suppose it was usually at the end of a
long tiring albeit memorable day.

We arrived back tired, but triumphant and
elated. A wonderful day and a very fitting
end to our Odyssey, or is it really the
end? What about Sheppey, we’ll have to
circumnavigate that sometime, and the
Sussex coastline looks very inviting too,
and what about all the inland waters and
footpaths of Kent?
Maybe another day perhaps?

IN CONCLUSION
So dear readers, that is it! Not perhaps
the most spectacular or epic of journeys,
but one that was on our doorstep and,
without going much out of our way, we
did it! It has given us both so much
pleasure to share this experience
2001 A Kent Coast Odyssey 2.doc/5

Here’s to many more such days to come!
Monday 23rd December 2002
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